
Subject: Re: RETARD FIGHT
Posted by liquidv2 on Sun, 23 Sep 2012 05:18:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

shaitan wrote on Sat, 22 September 2012 05:52Helios wrote on Fri, 21 September 2012
20:49Nah, instead, we've gotten rid of MDK, DJEYEK, G1D, etc.

And nobody is complaining.
Sorrow62's topic on Jello forums, enough said.
shaitan stalks the Jelly forums, looking for any fault he can find
i hope it makes him feel better about himself in some way

i waited to see the logs from that before i said anything either way

in that case, a mod reacted a bit poorly to a player's comment
the mod was impatient and felt a player was lecturing them about the rules, and gave a
smart-assed reply
the player later made a topic about it, basically asking him to apologize
i apologized to the player on my own, but the mod in question didn't, since they didn't feel the
need to
had it been me, i would have, but to each his own

unbiased people weighed in, and the general consensus was that the mod hadn't been out of line
or abusive or anything along those lines
he should realize it makes him sound a bit rude, however

no community is perfect, but i feel that Jelly is closer to perfect with the absence of people like DJ
and MDK

TEAM MDK wrote on Sat, 22 September 2012 06:18yes and the fact nobody is complaining is
that they would be banned just like the 3 you stated above .

state the fact you banned us 3  not for cheating or rule breaking but for haveing our own minds
and we dare to speak out or answer back. 

we had opinions and we was not afraid to speak them out aloud no one will ask why did you ban
these guys or say we thought it was wrong to do so . as they know 100% they will suffer the same
fate.

jelly is like the taliban live by our rules or sufer or laws and pay the price if you dare go against us
..

jellys dictatorship is comeing to a end   
    
there's a lot of "wrong" in this post
for one thing, you weren't banned for speaking your mind
you were banned for a variety of reasons, all of which have been covered multiple times in the
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past
DJ was not banned; his posts were put on mod approval at the request of numerous players and
moderators
part of running a community is doing things for the common good - removing the weeds and
parasites like DJ is for everyone's best interests (except maybe his, but it's a sacrifice we were
willing to make)
G1D was banned for numerous reasons, one being he's helped to kill this game

Jelly doesn't ban everyone that doesn't agree with it; people disagree with things on a regular
basis
you just feel that, because you were banned, that Jelly has to be evil and wrong

the problem here is not with us - it's with you, being unable to accept that you're a shit piece that
we don't want to deal with

i mean that in the nicest way possible

Croatoan wrote on Sat, 22 September 2012 16:41When a player joins any server and asks about
a rule, moderators usually quote the rules and answer any questions. (like they're supposed to do)
If a moderator replied with "kiss my arse" - they'd be disciplined tbh. I'd make sure of it (at TmX) 

She was asking a question and she got shot down. I'm sure she'll have better luck elsewhere.
it's easy to see it wasn't a question; the player actually asserted they knew the truth and that the
moderators were out of line or breaking the rules
the moderator took it as an insult and gave a smart-assed reply

i for one wouldn't have reacted in that way, but not everyone is the same 

Croatoan wrote on Sat, 22 September 2012 16:41Perhaps there's another reason why players are
now filling up RenCorner, maybe just maybe the lack of moderator control at Jelly actually pisses
some players off. Animoski is actually on hand a lot and I've seen myself that he fixes mistakes by
his moderators. Maybe administrators at Jelly should be on the players side, instead of the staff. 

woandre actually makes some valid points in that topic and no one answers him directly. Crypt is
the only moderator at jelly in that thread that attempts to give a reasonable response.

Flamingunz should at least apologize for not handling the situation better, but alas it may be too
late and it looks like you've lost a player. In my eyes that obviously proves the situation was
handled wrong.
i felt it could have been handled better
i'm not sure why you felt i, being one of the admins, sided with the staff over the player in that
case
there's two sides to every story, and i wanted to see the logs as they actually happened

i would have thought more of Flamin had he apologized, but he didn't feel he should
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unless there's other instances of when players felt mistreated by moderators, i don't think it's fair
to say Jelly lacks moderator control

there was a case in the past where Jelly lost a player, but it was because the player was furious
that the other players would not bend to her will
she was utterly insane, and completely annoying
i lost no sleep in that exchange
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